1. String 4 beads onto your thread.

2. Loop thread together so that the beads are tight together. Knot your thread.

3. Take your thread back through beads 1, 2 and 3 and add beads 5, 6 and 7. Bring your thread back through bead 3 to form another loop.

4. Take thread back through beads 5 and 6 and add beads 8, 9 and 10. Bring your thread back through bead 6.

5. Go through beads 8 and 9 and add beads 11, 12 and 13. Go back through bead 9 and back up through bead 11.

6. Add beads 14, 15 and 16. Go all the way around again, out through 16, then down through 10.

7. Add beads 17 and 18. Go back through bead 16, down through 10 and back through 17.

8. Add beads 19 and 20. Go up through bead 5, then through 17 and then back down through 19.

9. Add beads 21 and 22. Go up through bead 4, through bead 20 and then back down through 21. Continue the next row of right angle weave as you did in steps 6-9.